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Open Peer Review



Open Peer Review definitions
A scholarly review mechanism providing
disclosure of any combination of author
and referee identities, as well as peer-
review reports and editorial decision
letters, to one another or publicly at
any point during or after the peer
review or publication process. It may
also refer to the removal of restrictions
on who can participate in peer review
and the platforms for doing so. Note that
‘open peer review’ has been used
interchangeably to refer to any, or all, of
the above practices.
https://forrt.org/glossary/open-peer-review/

[Open peer review] include(s) many
aspects of evaluation and quality
assessment. We have adopted a broad
working definition of what constitutes
a ‘peer’ to mean those with expertise
or significant interest in a topic. (…)
Similarly, peer review also includes
informal responses, questions and
comments posted on social media, pre-
print servers, e-journals or other
places online in response to a given
research output.

Woods, H. B., Brumberg, J., Kaltenbrunner, W., Pinfield, S., & Waltman, L. (2022, 
February 8). Innovations in peer review in scholarly publishing: a meta-summary. 
https://doi.org/10.31235/osf.io/qaksd

https://forrt.org/glossary/open-peer-review/
https://doi.org/10.31235/osf.io/qaksd


Open Peer Review

https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/learning/open-peer-review

Aleksic J, Alexa A, Attwood TK et al. An Open Science Peer Review Oath [version 2; peer review: 4 approved, 
1 approved with reservations]. F1000Research 2015, 3:271 https://doi.org/10.12688/f1000research.5686.2

https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/learning/open-peer-review
https://doi.org/10.12688/f1000research.5686.2


COVID impact on peer review

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-
05-05/coronavirus-research-moves-faster-than-

medical-journals

https://oaspa.org/covid-19-publishers-open-letter-of-intent-rapid-review/

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-05-05/coronavirus-research-moves-faster-than-medical-journals


Peer review needs a reform

https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2022/03/24/there-are-four-schools-of-thought-on-
reforming-peer-review-can-they-co-exist/



Publish, then review
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“a recent internal analysis showed that 
nearly 70% of papers under review at 
eLife were already available on bioRxiv, 
medRxiv or arXiv.
This is a major milestone. It means that 
for all practical purposes eLife is no 
longer a publisher: rather, eLife is 
now an organization that reviews and 
certifies papers that have already 
been published. We welcome this 
moment, and the long-
awaited opportunity it provides to 
replace the traditional "review, then 
publish" model developed in the age of 
the printing press with a "publish, then 
review" model optimized for the age 
of the internet. ”

https://elifesciences.org/articles/64910



“Publish, then review” approach

Peer Community in 

https://peercommunityin.org/


Publish your reviews

Asapbio

https://asapbio.org/


Innovations in peer review

Kaltenbrunner, W., Pinfield, S., Waltman, L., 
Woods, H. B., & Brumberg, J. (2022, January 22). 
Innovating peer review, reconfiguring scholarly 
communication: An analytical overview of 
ongoing peer review innovation activities. 
https://doi.org/10.31235/osf.io/8hdxu



Open Peer Review within ORE

https://youtu.be/aEMLEZ-FKIc 
https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/for-

referees/incentives/



Published article with reviews



Infographics

How to find peer reviewers

How does peer review work at Open Research Europe?

https://think.f1000research.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/ORE-Guide-How-to-find-reviewers.pdf?utm_source=CPB&utm_medium=cms&utm_campaign=JQF20931
https://think.f1000research.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/ORE-Guide-How-to-find-reviewers.pdf?utm_source=CPB&utm_medium=cms&utm_campaign=JQF20931
https://think.f1000research.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/ORE-%E2%80%93-Peer-Review-Infographic-%E2%80%93-Detailed_v4.pdf?utm_source=CPB&utm_medium=cms&utm_campaign=JQF20931


Reimagine peer review

https://reimaginereview.asapbio.org/



Communicating Science
to a wider audience
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GENDER EQUALITY

Human resources, 

decision bodies and 

research dimension

ETHICS

Research integrity 

and ethical 

acceptability of the 

R&I outcomes

GOVERNANCE

Structural changes 

to include all these 

issues in the R&I 

system

OPEN ACCESS

To results from 

publicly funded 

research, privacy 

issues and even 

more: open science

PUBLIC 

ENGAGEMENT

Towards a more 

open and inclusive 

R&I

SCIENCE EDUCATION

Provide competences 

for the responsible 

citizens society needs

Image from RRI tools

RRI Pillars

https://rri-tools.eu/documents/10184/193151/Public+Engagement_final+version.pptx/c1b4924a-91c5-4fbf-bcf8-2ade69ffa249


Democracy in science and science in democracy

Align R&I with 
societal values, 

needs and 
expectations

Open R&I to 
all actors and

at all levels

RRI

Ensure R&I 
addresses 
societal 

challenges Responsible Research 

& Innovation is a new 

governance and 

values framework to 

build a new path 

where these requests 

can blossom

RRI tools

https://rri-tools.eu/documents/10184/193151/Public+Engagement_final+version.pptx/c1b4924a-91c5-4fbf-bcf8-2ade69ffa249


These process dimensions mean

Anticipation
and Reflection

Openness
and

Transparency

R&I should care about how its 
own dynamic will affect the 
future

R&I needs values and 
processes to adapt to emerging 
knowledge and needs

New actors need to be 
involved and listened to in 

the early stages of R&I

R&I should be open
to society in a meaningful

and honest way

Responsiveness
and Adaptive 

Change

Diversity and 
Inclusion

RRI tools

https://rri-tools.eu/documents/10184/193151/Public+Engagement_final+version.pptx/c1b4924a-91c5-4fbf-bcf8-2ade69ffa249


Public engagement

https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/learning
/introduction-to-responsible-research-and-
innovation



Self-reflection tools

RRI Tools self-reflection tool EDGE tool



RRI taxonomy

RRI taxonomy

https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/themes/fosterstrap/images/taxonomies/taxonomy_rri.png


Citizen science

https://ecsa.citizen-science.net/

https://povesham.wordpress.com/2011/11/27/citizen-science-as-participatory-science/



ECSA ten principles of Citizen Science

https://ecsa.citizen-science.net/documents/#tenprinciples



Citizen Science Projects
The first documented Citizen Science project took place in 1900 
in the USA, when the National Audubon Society launched the 
Christmas Bird Count

Galaxy Zoo is probably the most successful Citizen Science
project in terms of impact

https://www.audubon.org/conservation/science/christmas-bird-count
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/zookeeper/galaxy-zoo/


Citizen Science and HEIs

Advantages

• Increase the social impact 

• Provide learning opportunities for all

• Stimulate creativity 

• Disseminate knowledge among citizen 
scientists in a pedagogically sound way

• Test active learning pedagogies (problem-
based, games, inquiry)

• Maximize the impact of projects 

• Reach a wider audience

https://inos-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/1-INOS-Infographics.pdf



Citizen Science Toolkit

https://citizensciencetoolkit.eu/

https://citizensciencetoolkit.eu/


Courses

28https://moodle.eu-citizen.science/

https://eu-citizen.science/
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